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3000 km² in Southern Hemisphere 
Argentinan Pampa at 1400 m

Surface sampled with 1.5 km grid

Detector is 3D: also atmosphere above!



  

Pierre Auger Observatory

4x6+3 FD telescopes

> 1600 SD stations



  

simulation only

1 VEM:
Vertical
Equivalent
Muon

> 1600 Water Cherenkov detector stations

Phase I (high energy): 120 000 km².sr.year
Phase II with upgraded stations,

talk by Tiina Suomijärvi on Tuesday



  

Auger - Phase I hybrid detector
Fluorescence Detector:

calorimetric measurement
in the atmosphere 
(~15 % duty cycle)

Surface Detector:

sampling particles at ground
(100% duty cycle)

calibrated with FD after
correcting angular dependency
 

hybrid data
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charged and neutral particles
galactic and extra-galactic magnetic fields 

* only neutrals for coincident detection
* arrival directions smeared by charge 

interaction cross-sections 
neutrino <<<< gamma << proton < other nuclei

* neutrinos seen as young inclined showers 
(inclined hadrons have only muons at ground)  

* photons seen as “pure” electromagnetic showers 
(less muons than in hadronic interactions)

electromagetic shower (~90% energy) 

* directly imaged by Fluorescence Detectors

and muons following hadronic cascade
 

 * sampled in Water Cherenkov Surface Detectors

π±

π⁰
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new multi-messenger era

search for very high energy neutrino candidates in coincidence with other signals

large effective areas for some directions with no positive observation in Auger yet
7



  

limits on neutrinos and photons 

neutral secondaries from charged cosmic rays
or primaries directly from astrophysical sources (searched for also in maps) 
(background free for neutrinos but not for photons! will profit from better separation!) 8



  

limits from neutrinos and photons 

Combined analysis of flux of several particles to
   

- limit “top-down” scenarios for high energy flux 
 - limit Lorentz invariance violation at very high energies

- limit interpretation of charged cosmic ray source composition 9



  

(the end of the) energy spectrum 

calibration with FD
calorimetric energy

<  7% @ FD resolution
  13% @ 750 m SD  
  15% @ 1500 m SD  
  17% @ inclined SD  
+14% systematic unc.

Consistent results with many spectral measurements
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(the end of the) energy spectrum 

Complex energy spectra

New features identified

Strong suppression for 

E > 50 EeV

* Lost in propagation 
from distant sources?

* Limit in acceleration
from close-by sources?

Auger / TA in
agreement at 
“low” energy

differences at the 
highest energy

 
 Distances?

or

 Sources?
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(the end of the) energy spectrum 
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clear sky at the highest energy
Ankle

Instep
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clear sky at the highest energy
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but which extragalactic sources?

 reach 5 sigma
in 2025-2030 ?
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Open Data from Phase I
Arrival Directions of Cosmic Rays above 32 EeV from Phase One of the Pierre Auger Observatory 

> 2500 events for new anisotropy studies (data-data correlations and catalogs)
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6504276

A Catalog of the Highest-Energy Cosmic Rays Recorded During Phase I 
of Operation of the Pierre Auger Observatory

top 100 events, opening for detailed evaluation, no interpretation offered

10% of all Phase I events available in https://opendata.auger.org/

 all info from pseudo raw data to high level reconstruction 

 ready to use event display and software for many published analyses

The Astrophysical Journal 935 (2022)170 [arxiv.org/abs/2206.13492]

Astrophysical Journal Supplement  [arxiv.org/abs/2211.16020] 
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2206.13492
https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.16020


  

Auger - Phase I hybrid detector
Fluorescence Detector:

calorimetric measurement
in the atmosphere 
(~15 % duty cycle)

Surface Detector:

sampling particles at ground
(100% duty cycle)

calibrated with FD after
correcting angular dependency
 

hybrid data
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imaging the showers in FD

Direct Calorimetric Energy and Composition from Xmax

Fluorescence+Cherenkov light for precise determination

Data-driven corrections for “invisible energy” from SD

Fiducial volume cuts to ensure un-biased Xmax samples
18



  

testing electromagnetic showers

E = V2π dE/dX . L (<1% from R) 

+ ~10% “invisible” muons & neutrinos

Gaisser-Hillas function confirmed at 1% from data 

Xmax is the main observable for composition:

X1 (1st interaction) + Δ(L,R) (shower development) 

average shape from data used to constrain poorly seen showers
main systematic uncertainties related to atmospheric corrections 
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Xmax = X1 (first interaction) + Δ (development), 
exponential tail allows to measure cross-sections, well above the LHC energy

LHC data constrained previous models

 measuring cross-sections

systematic uncertainty includes possible contributions of photons or helium 20



  

primary composition from Xmax

mixed light composition at lower energy (~ 80 g / cm² / decade)
* almost purely proton @ 2 EeV *
heavier composition at higher energies (~ 25  g/ cm² / decade) 
not incompatible with TA (tested by joint working group) 21



  

Interpreting all the data
Assuming uniform distributions of average sources

- a surprisingly hard extra-galactic spectrum
 
- sources dominated by intermediate masses

- some effect from propagation energy losses

- but also low rigidity cut-off at the sources

- compatible when including sky maps and magnetic fields

- most systematic uncertainties from data, less from models 

- rely on hadronic models to find composition at the sources 
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separating classes of sources

only 15% duty-cycle from FD Xmax
need more data: new SD observables
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mass variables at 100% duty cycle

Auger SD, Δ, from all SD stations signal timing,
(depending on zenith angle, distance to core, ...) 
sensitive to shower components at ground

 Electromagnetic: attenuated from Xmax to ground
 Muons: almost linear increase with nuclear mass

from data only simulation only
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only muons in inclined events
data only, calibrate SD vs FD
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only muons in inclined events
all models predict too few muons!
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we can not use the models to interpret the surface detector data on composition



  

may we rescale the simulations?
Main energy estimator is signal at 1000 m
(corrected to that seen at 38º, secθ = 1.27)

Horizontal showers dominated by muons
Vertical showers by electromagnetic particles

Matching ground signals (SD) to shower profiles (FD)
in simulation requires a shift of the “hadronic” component

the muon problem: 
need to fix hadronic models extrapolated from accelerators!
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can our data fix the models ?

Rescaling the hadronic component is needed
and a small shift on Xmax fits better the data

Are the two effects related within the models? 

New tests using machine learning:
- reproduce muon traces in SD data
- derive Xmax from SD traces alone
(indicates the two shifts are related?)

Will use Phase II data for confirmation!
28



  

simulation only

1 VEM:
Vertical
Equivalent
Muon

> 1600 Water Cherenkov detector stations

Phase I (high energy): 120 000 km².sr.year
Phase II with upgraded stations,

talk by Tiina Suomijärvi on tuesday

Phase I Phase II

Encouraging results from Radio:
new calibration for inclined showers

add scintillators to each SD station:
to break degeneracy in em / muon

WCD measure all secondaries
calibrate w/ EM shower from FD 



  

Auger: Highlights from Phase I
Auger is a high exposure observatory for neutral and charged cosmic rays

* provides stringent limits on neutrinos and photons

* new very detailed energy spectra for charged cosmic rays

* and a clearer sky picture starts emerging at the highest energies

Auger is a precise hybrid detector for cosmic ray air shower physics

* releasing Phase I open data and preparing for Phase II data

* robust data on both cosmic rays and extensive air shower physics

* will have new data to overcome limitations of the shower physics models

Thank you for your attention and expect the news on Phase II by Tiina Suomijärvi
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